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Abstract-In this paper, the following inverse heat conduction problem: 
w = &TX> x 2 0, t 2 0, 
t&(x, 0) = 0, x 2 0, 
a, t) = g(t), t 2 0, uls+m is bounded, 
is considered again. This problem is severely ill-posed: its solution (if it exists) does not depend 
continuously on the data; a small perturbation in the data may cause a dramatically large error in 
the solution for 0 5 z < 1. In this paper, a new wavelet regularisation method for this problem 
is given. Moreover, we can easily find the regularization parameter J such that some sharp stable 
estimates between the exact solution and the approximate one in H’(R)-norm meaning is given. 
@ 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In many industrial applications, one wants to determine the temperature on the surface of a body, 
where the surface itself is inaccessible for measurement [1,2]. In such cases, one is restricted to 
internal measurement, and from these one wants to compute the surface temperature. In the one- 
dimensional case, assuming that the body is large, this situation can be modeled as the following 
problem. Determine the temperature u(z,t) for 0 5 2 < 1 from temperature measurement 
g(.) := u(l,+), such that it satisfies 
u xx = utr x 20, t 10; 
u(x,O) = 0, x 2 0, (1.1) 
41, t) = g(t), t 10, u],,, bounded. 
Problem (1.1) is called the sideways heat equation and it is a severely ill-posed problem [l-3]; 
the solution (if it exists) does not depend continuously on the data. This problem has been 
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investigated by many authors (see [2,3] and the references therein). But the wavelet techniques 
for the approximating solution of problem (1.1) or wavelet regularization method for the problem 
was considered earliest by Reginsk in [4]. 
Recently, the multiscale analysis and wavelet decomposition have been a subject of intense 
development and seem to be useful in treating some ill-posed problems [4-61. Unfortunately, 
there exist defects in the proof of the main conclusion of [4] (see [7]). Although a revised result 
is given in [7], the convergence ]]u(z, .) - u,j(z, .)]I + 0 when E + 00 only holds in the interval 
(e*, 1) but not in (0, l), w h ere uej(z,t) is the regularized solution and e* is a small constant, 
0.037513 < e* < 0.037514. The aim of this paper is to present another new wavelet regularization 
method for solving this problem, which will make up the weakness in [4]. Some sharp stable 
estimates in H’(R) and L2(R) will be obtained. Some results obtained in [2] and other papers 
will be included in our conclusion. The speed of convergence of our regularized solution is faster. 
In addition, the convergence of regularization solution at x = 0 is obtained, which is a difficult 
problem left over by reference [2] and other papers. 
Let S(R) be the Schwartz space, and S’(R) be its dual. For a function ‘p E S(R), its Fourier 
transform @ is defined by 
8(t) = & -1 s4t)e-itE dt, 
s 
while the Fourier transform of a tempered distribution f E S’(R) is defined by 
( > f^,cp = (f,d), Vq E S(R). 
For s E R, the Sobolev space P(R) consists of all tempered distributions f E S’(R) for which 
mu + IJ12)s’2 is a function in L2(R). The norm on this space is given by 
Ilfllw := (/- ~.fk3~” (I+ ISI”)” 4) 1’2 -co 
It is easy to see that Ho(R) = L2(R), and L2(R) c H’(R) for r < 0. 
As we consider problem (1.1) in L2(R) or HP(R) with respect to variable t, we extend u(x, .), 
g(.) := ~(1, .), f(.) := ~(0, .), and other functions appearing in the paper to be zero for t < 0. As 
a solution of problem (1.1) we understand a function 21(x, t) satisfying (1.1) in the classical sense; 
and for every 6xed x E [0, oo), the function u(x, .) belongs to L2(R). So f(e), g(.) E L2(R). 
Now we are ready to examine the sideways heat equation (1.1) in frequency space. Letting 
u(x,t) be the solution of problem (l.l), the Fourier transform G(z,E) of ~(z,t) about variable t 
satisfies [4-61 
wx, r> = ~2&, r>, t E R, 
w 0 = m 4 Z+oo is bounded. (14 
The solution of problem (1.2) is [2-61 
ii(x, t) = ee(‘-“)ij(t), (1.3) 
where fl is the principal square root of it, and 
Iedw-.q2 = e(+Ei, x 1 0. 
The solution u(x, t) of problem (1.1) can be expressed by 
(1.4 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
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Since the principal value of fi has a positive real part and ti(z, .) E L2(R), so from (1.3) we 
know that j(E), which is the Fourier transform of exact data function g(t), must decay rapidly 
as i$ t 00. Small errors in high frequency components can blow up and completely destroy the 
solution for 0 < z < 1. As measured data sm.(t) at z = 1, its Fourier transform i,,,(t) is merely 
in L2(R). The Meyer wavelet has a very good local property in frequency domain; the Fourier 
transform of functions in scale space VJ has a common compact support [8]. Problem (1.1) will 
become well posed in space VJ. So the Meyer wavelet will be applied to formulate a regularized 
solution in Section 3, which is convergent to the exact one when data error tends to zero and 
by appropriate choice of J. The choosing of regularization parament J is easier than other 
methods, and by the characteristic of wavelet this method may also be the base of designing a 
fast algorithm [5,6]. 
2. MEYER WAVELET AND AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Let cp be the Meyer scaling function defined by its Fourier transform [8] 
8(t) =I (24-W cos[;V(-$1-l)], +r~lEI<~~, (2.1) 
otherwise, 
where v is a Ck function (0 5 k 5 co) with 
and V(X) + ~(1 - z) = 1. Then @ is a Ck function and the corresponding wavelet 11, is given by 
. 
NE) = (24-l/2&/2 cos[~v($+l)], ~r5l~l+ (2.2) 
0, otherwise, 
and the supports of 8 and 4 are 
Supp$3= [-+r, g-j, 
Supp4= [+f, -$]” [g, g]. 
From [8], we see that the functions 
$jk(t) := 2”2?,42’t - k), j,kEZ, 
constitute an orthonormal basis of the L2(R). It is easy to see that 
Gjk(t) = 2-jl’Je--ik2-jE,j (z-jr) , 
so 
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The multiresolution analysis (MRA) {vj}jez of the Meyer wavelet is generated by 
vj = {cpjk : k E Z}, $L+(t) = 2j’$ (23t - k) , j, k E 2, 
and 
supp $5jk = - i?r2j) sa2i ) 
[ 
4 4 
I 
k E 2. 
The orthogonal projection of a function f on the space VJ is given by 
(24 
PJ.~ := C(~,(DJL)‘PJ~, f E LW 
kEZ 
where (., .) denotes L2-inner product, while 
QJ~ := x(.6 d’Jk)$Jk, f E L2(R), 
kEZ 
denotes the orthogonal projection on the wavelet space WJ with VJ+~ = VJ @ WJ. It is easy to 
see by (2.4) that 
m(f) = 0, for ][] 2 $r2J, (2.5) 
and for j > J, it follows from (2.3) that 
‘$&E) = 0, for ][] < +~2~. 
Since 
(I- pJ)f = c Qjf, 
j/J 
and from (2.6) we have 
((I- pJ)f)-(t) = ~(0, for ]<I < $r2J. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
The following inequality for differential operators Dk, k E N is known [9]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {vj}jez be Meyer’s MRA and Dk = & be the differential operator. Suppose 
J E N, T E R. Then for all g E VJ, we have 
IID”&, I C2(J-‘)klldlw, k E N, (2.8) 
where C is a positive constant. 
Define an operator T, : g(t) - u(z, t) by (1.3), i.e., 
or 
Tg([) = efi’wj(E), Ola:<l. 
Then we have the following lemma. 
(2.9) 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let {V.}. 3 jab be Meyer’s MRA and suppose J E N, T E R, 0 5 x 5 1. Then for all 
g E VJ, we have 
llTzgllw 5 Cexp (2(J-‘)/2(1 -x)) llgll,v. 
PROOF. It is easy to see that 
,(1-+/m 1 _ < 2Jz lcosh&(l -x)1. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
For convenience, we will denote different constants appearing in the following proof by same C. 
For g E VJ, by definition (2.9), formulae (1.5), (2.11), L emma 2.1, and the Holder inequality, we 
have 
= Ccosh (2(J-‘)/2(1 - 2)) [lgllHr 
5 Cexp 2(J-1)/2(1 -z) ljgll~V. 
{ > 
3. REGULARIZATION AND ERROR ESTIMATES 
In this section, we suppose that the function g(s) E L2(R) is exact and g,,, is measured one 
with 
II9 - 9rnllH~ 5 E, for some T < 0. (3.1) 
Since g,,, belongs, in general, to L2(R) c H’(R) f or T 5 0, so T should not be positive. We will 
give an approximation of exact solution U(Z, .) for 0 5 2 5 1. For that, we need an additional 
condition, i.e., f(t) := ~(0, t) belongs to Ha(R) for some s 2 T, and 
Ilfll~~ 5 M. (3.2) 
Letting T,, J := T,PJ, we can show that it approximates to T, in a stable way for an appropriate 
choice of J E N. In fact, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. For every I%& J E N, problem (1.1) with data g in Vj is well posed. Suppose 
that f(.) E P(R) f or some s E R and (3.1) holds for T 5 min{O, s}. Then the problem of 
calculating T,, J g,,, is stable. Fkthermore, take 
J* := [iog2 (2 (ln (i (hi~)-2’“‘))2)] , (3.3) 
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where [u] with square bracket denotes the largest integer less than or equal to a E R. Then the 
following stability estimate holds: 
IIGLI - ~z,J*%nll,~ I 
i 
c+ (C + l)llfllH* 
( 
W/~) 
2(s-r) 
ln(l/&) + In (1n(1/E))-2’“-” ) 1 (3.4) 
x lni ( > 
-2(s-r)(l-z) 
z E , & 
where constant C is the same constant appearing in (2.10) of Lemma 2.2. 
PROOF. 
II&7 - T&J SrnllH~ 5 ph - TZ,JSIIHP + I/G,.7g - Z,J9,IlH’. (3.5) 
From Lemma 2.2 and condition (3.1), we can see that the second term of the right-hand side 
of (3.5) satisfies 
IITz,J 9 - %,J %nllHr = jITzpJ(g - ih)llHP 
< cexp 2(J-1)‘2(1 -z) IIpJ(g -&)llHP -  
-t 1  
< Cexp 2(J-1)/2(1 - X) E. - { > 
For the first term of the right-hand side of (3.5), from (2.5) we have 
(3.6) 
IIT, 9 - Tz,JL& = II%(r - PJ)gIIH’ 
(SW I’d-‘)((I - pJ)$(<)12 (1 + Itl”)’ dE)1’2 
-co 
-(i I 
l/2 
I eJ;F(1-z)B(<)12 (1 + Irl”)’ dJ 
IEl>(WW 
(3.7) 
+ (~<,<(4,3)~2~ I 
d-z’((l - pJ)&A(r)/2 (1 + I<[‘)’ 
112 
4 
:= 11 + 12. 
Noting (1.4), we know 
< sup e -q/m l - 
151>(WWJ (1 + IE12)(s-‘)‘2 (J-c,z(4,3)r2J IPT P+ H”)” *) 1’2 
I -q/m l (3.8) sup e 
lE12(4/3)~2J 
j@f IIHS 
= e-xvmm 1 
((4/3)&J)“-’ IlfllHs 
5 2-J(s-p)exp { -x2J’2} IlfllHs. 
From (2.7), Lemma 2.2, and noting that &Jg E WJ C V..+l, it is easy to see that the integrate I2 
in (3.7) satisfies 
I2 = (ic,<(4,3)nlJ I 
,~(1-z)Q';s(F)~2 (1 + ItI”)’ 
> 
l/2 
4 
= llT,&.&f~ 5 CeXP { 2J’2(1 - z,} 11&JLh-~ 
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Letting XJ be the characteristic function of interval [-(2/3)~2~, (2/3)~2~1, we introduce the 
operator MJ defined by the following equation: 
Ki = 0 - XJ>& 
Noting that g E L2(R), the Parseval formula, and (2.3) we know 
QJ9 = kFz(g> @Jkbi’Jk = kz (3, $Jk) $Jk 
= c (( 1 - xJ)h $Jk +Jk > =c (MJg, $Jk)tiJk = QJMJg. 
kc2 &Z 
So from (1.4), we know 
ttQJ&P = tt&MJSttw 5 ttMJ9ttH’ 
(J je-fi 1 = 
1~11.W3wJ (1 $ 1<12)(S-r)‘2 
5 sup e-diziE l 
1~1m/3)~2~ 
151”-‘IlfllHa 
Therefore, 
12 5 c2-J(4 exP ( -s2J’2} hf\iHa. (3.9) 
Together with (3.8) we get 
p;g - Tz,JgtIH’ 5 (C -I” 1)2-J(8-‘) exp { -~2J’2} IlfltHs. (3.10) 
Combining (3.10) with (3.6), we obtain 
t/T29 -T&J&&f’ 5 CeXp {2(J-1)‘2(1 -z)}b f (C f 1)2-J(s-‘)exp {-z2J’2} Ilfllfp, (3.11) 
where the constant C is the same constant appearing in (2.10) of Lemma 2.2. We can obtain a 
stable estimate of logarithmic type by using (3.11). For that we choose J* as in (3.3), and noting 
log2 ( (q (d)-2(““))‘) = l+log2 (h(a (lnys-r)))27 
we get 
exp 2(J’-1)/2(1 - 2) E < exp (1 z)ln { 
} _ { - (~(“f)-2’8-“)]~ 
828 
and 
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2-J*(s-r) < bn (; (ln S) -“‘-“)) -2(s-r) 
( 
1 
) 
2(s-r) 
5 
ln(l/E) + In (1n(1/E))-2’“-” 
Summarizing the above estimates, we get the final estimate 
’ 
ln(l/E) + In (ln(l/&))- 
W/&) 
ln(l/&) + In (1n(1/E))-2’“-” 
x ln: ( > 
-2(s-r)(l-r) 
I & . 
& 
The proof is completed. 
Let 
J** := [log2 (2 (ln (r (ln$,““-‘,,‘)1 j (3.12) 
where the meaning of bracket [a] is the same as in (3.3). By a completely similar discussion, we 
can obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that conditions (3.1) and (3.2) hold for some T < min{O, s) and J** is 
as in (3.12). Then we have the following stable estimate: 
llT,g - Tz,J**gm tiHv 5 
MM/e) 
ln(M/E) + In (1n(M/~))-2’“-‘) 
(3.13) 
for 0 < x 5 1, where constant C is the same as in Theorem 3.1. 
REMARK 3.1. Taking s = T = 0, in (3.13) we can obtain an L2-estimate 
IIT,g - T,,j..g,llLo 5 (2C + l)M1-“E” := CIM1-z~“. (3.14) 
In reference [2], the author has constructed a regularization approximation solution h(z, t) of 
problem (1.1) by using the Tikhonov method with the estimate in L2(R), 
jlh(x, .) - u(x, .)llp(R) 5 2M1-“E”. (3.15) 
Comparing (3.14) with (3.15) , we know our result is at least close to optimal or “order optimal” [3]. 
Therefore, we cannot expect to find a numerical method for approximating solution of (1.1) that 
satisfies a better estimate in L2-sense, except for more delicate choice of coefficient Cl. This 
suggests that wavelets must be useful for solving the considered ill-posed problem. 
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REMARK 3.2. Estimate (3.14) completely overcomes the defect left over by [4]. 
REMARK 3.3. As we see from estimates (3.14) and (3.15), when z -+ O+, the accuracy of the 
regularized solution becomes progressively lower. At z = 0 they merely imply that the errors are 
bounded by CrM and 2M, respectively. These results cannot be improved in the L2-sense. But 
by using Sobolev space P(R), from estimates (3.4) and (3.13), we see the speed of convergence 
of the regularization solution for x E [O,l) is faster than (3.14) and (3.15) when s - T > 0. 
Especially, at z = 0 estimate. (3.13) becomes 
WW) 
ln(M/e) + ln (ln(M/s))-2’s-” 
1 ( > 
-2(.9-r) 
X ln- M + 0, as&+o+. 
& 
So the,conclusions of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are improvements of the result in [2]. 
REMARK 3.4. The condition s - r > 0 is not harsh. By the Sobolev imbedding theorem, the 
smoothness off := ~(0, .) is only slightly raised. For example, taking T = 0 and s = l/2, then f(.) 
would be in Co(R). 
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